
Position Name Points Title

1 Chris Zahnzinger 7.125 Squire  

2 Zach Zahnzinger 3 Squire  

3 Candi Zahnzinger 2.25 Squire  

4 Gordon Smith 1.125 Squire  

Munchkin CCG  Nobility Round Table Games  April, 2018

as of 4/16/18

*event discount only applies if at least 8 non-RTG staff players participate 
 
Each game has its own leaderboard, but there is also an overall leaderboard 
For each individual game if there are at least 8 active players: 
The top ranked player is deemed the Duke and is granted two privileges; $5 off an event if at least 8 non-staff players play and 10% off all related products for that specific 
game 
The 2nd ranked player is deemed the Count and is granted $3 off an event if at least 8 non-staff players play and 8% off all related products 
The 3rd and 4th ranked players are deemed the Viscount s and are granted $1 off an event if at least 8 non-staff players play and6% off all related products 
The remaining top 25% of the total players are deemed the Barons  and are granted 4% off all related products  
(discounts apply only to product not already discounted) 
 
You receive 1 Quest card punch for a  $5 tournament, 2 punches for a draft tournament and 3 punches for a sealed tournament.  A fully punched card is worth $5 off any 
event fee for any game (not just Magic).  You can redeem only 1 Quest card per event and receive 1 fewer punch on a new Quest card for that event. 
You receive Chivalry points equal to 10x your place (10 for first, 20 for second, etc.)   More players means more points! 
 
Your non-tournament points are doubled if you are a Knights' Inner Circle member 
 
Tag Challenge games (can be played at any time in the shop)  
2 points per win 
1 points per loss 
 
Casual games (can be played at any time in the shop) 
1.5 points per win 
.75 points per loss 
  
Casual multiplayer games (can be played at any time in the shop)  
+.75 points for each place above last 
.75 points for last place 
  
League games (can be played at any time in the shop) 
2 points per win 
1 points per loss 
1 point for league day attendance 
  
Constructed Tournaments 
3 points per match win or bye 
2 points per match tie 
1 point per match loss 
1 point per round in which you play 
  
Draft Tournaments 
3.75 points per match win or bye 
2.5 points per match tie 
1.25 points per match loss 
1.25 points per round in which you play 
  
Sealed Tournaments (x2 weight) 
6  points per match win or bye 
4 points per match tie 
2 points per match loss 
2 points per round in which you play 
 
Special Tournaments (x1.5 weight) 



 
Special Tournaments (x1.5 weight) 
4.5 points per match win or bye 
3 points per match tie 
1.5 point per match loss 
1.5 point per round in which you play 
 
Multiplayer Leagues or Tournaments 
+1 point for each place above last 
1 point for last place 
1 point for each round in which you play 
Games may be played at any time but results must be submitted immediately after each game with the names of the players, scor es, factions/ teams (if applicable), date and 
start and end times. 
 
For the overall CCG Game category: 
If you are at the top of the overall ccg game category at the end of the month you will win a free Grail card (an $11 value)  
 
The boards will re-set each month (this may vary depending on activity), but historical data will be retained for special events . 
Nobility will retain their titles for the first calendar week or until new nobility is named, whichever comes first  
 



4/11/2018 Munchkin CCG Casual Chris Zahnzinger 2 0.75 1.5

 Candi Zahnzinger 1 0.75 0.75

4/14/2018 Munchkin CCG Casual Zach Zahnzinger 2 0.75 1.5

 Chris Zahnzinger 1 0.75 0.75

4/14/2018 Munchkin CCG Casual Zach Zahnzinger 2 0.75 1.5

 Chris Zahnzinger 1 0.75 0.75

4/15/2018 Munchkin CCG Casual Gordon Smith 1.5 0.75 1.125

 Chris Zahnzinger 1.5 0.75 1.125

4/16/2018 Munchkin CCG Casual Chris Zahnzinger 2 0.75 1.5

 Candi Zahnzinger 1 0.75 0.75

4/16/2018 Munchkin CCG Casual Chris Zahnzinger 2 0.75 1.5

 Candi Zahnzinger 1 0.75 0.75
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